Marvin Interior Shade
Double Hung Installation Instruction

ABSTRACT: The following instruction is for installing a Marvin Interior Shade on a Double Hung window. Marvin. The unit needs to be plumb, level, square and the jamb extension can not be bowed or your interior shade may not fit properly. *Shades are for use only in connection with Marvin® brand windows and doors. Shades are not covered under warranty if used with Integrity®, Infinity®, or any third party manufacturer’s product.*

**NOTE:** If the video does not play you may need an updated version of Adobe Reader.

1. Position the top end of interior shade header against frame. Lift surround into receiver pocket at head jamb. See figure 1.

2. Move sill end of interior shade towards the window frame. See figure 2.
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Figure 2
3. Lower the interior shade surround into the sill receiver pocket. See figure 3.

Figure 3